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Where does our drinking water in Devon come from?
Converting ‘raw’ water to drinking water standard is a more complex, expensive and energy intensive process than most
people realise.
South West Water (SWW) writes –
Water is abstracted usually from rivers which begin on high ground and flow through farmland and built up areas, often
collecting unwanted ingredients along the way. Of course any unwanted elements are removed from your tap water during
the treatment process. We do this using ultra-violet light, chemicals, settlement and treatment processes such as Granular
Activated Carbon, which removes pesticides. Each area has unique water and unique issues, depending on the catchment.
90% of our supply comes from surface water sources, such as reservoirs and river intakes.
The other 10% of our supply comes from
groundwater sources such as springs, wells
and boreholes and are mainly located in East
Devon.
This is different to other regions - for example,
Wessex Water gets 75% of its water supplies
from groundwater.
During the winter months, when river levels are
healthy, we abstract water from rivers with the
reservoirs providing back-up supplies. The river
and reservoir systems are linked together by a
network of pipes, which enable us to transfer
water around the region.
Initially we make use of the 17 smaller, local
reservoirs. When the storage level in these
reservoirs drops to a certain level, we make
use of the large, strategic reservoirs, Colliford,
Roadford and Wimbleball.
By using the network of pipes we are able to
move water around to balance dry periods in one
part of our region with wetter periods in another.
We are also able to pump water from rivers into
our reservoirs, rather than waiting for them to
refill naturally.
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Changes since 1996
Since 1996 (the last year our region had water
restrictions) we have;
• reduced leakage from our network of pipes by
40%
• invested heavily in making sure we have secure
supplies

(Newton Poppleford)

• been innovative in ways of increasing
our reservoir storage, for example
converting two former clay pits in Cornwall
invested in pump storage schemes at
Wimbleball and Colliford to improve resilience
• increased the capacity of our water treatment
works
• improved our ability to move water around the
region

Looking after the land to protect our rivers

• improved the efficiency of our works - 80%
of domestic customers now have meters
(compared with 8% in 1995), customers who
switch to a meter tend to use 15% less water as
a result

Upstream Thinking is South West Water’s multi-award-winning catchment management scheme which has been applying
natural landscape-scale solutions to water quality issues since 2008. The current program is being delivered through a
partnership of South West Water, the Devon Wildlife Trust, the Cornwall Wildlife Trust, the Westcountry Rivers Trust
and the Exmoor National Park Authority.
Upstream Thinking is a sustainable approach, working with the expertise of partners, the knowledge of farmers and nature
itself to improve raw water quality at source. This keeps down costs for water company customers and reduces the impact of
water treatment on the environment.
So what does the Upstream Thinking (UST) project mean for the River Tale and the wider Otter catchment, its wildlife
and the water abstracted for homes and businesses? Drinking water from the Otter is abstracted by SWW via a series of
boreholes in the lower catchment, before treatment at one of three Water Treatment Works: Dotton, Ottery St Mary or
Kersbrook. The catchment is an important water source for SWW; hence the Tale and the Otter’s selection as part of the
Upstream Thinking project and SWW funding. Upstream Thinking takes a land management approach to solving the
problems affecting the quality of water in our rivers. Unwanted soil, silt, pesticides and animal waste in rivers increase the
cost of water treatment.
Westcountry Rivers Trust and Devon Wildlife Trust offer free services to landowners in the Tale and wider Otter
catchment, including advisory farm visits, soil tests, production of Integrated Farm Management Plans and assistance with
applications for both Agri-environment funding and DWT’s own UST grant fund. Currently lots of farms and landowners
are taking up the offer of using our Soil Aerator for free to reduce compaction, enabling increased yields and reducing
farmland run off.
For more information please contact David Rolls on 07976 513132 / drolls@devonwildlifetrust.org
or
Yog Watkins on 07854 145896 / yog@wrt.org.uk
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Restoration of the memorial to Bishop Patteson (Patteson’s Cross) 2017

Tale Valley Trust contribute £1000

This memorial, south of the A30 dual carriageway on the
Feniton to Ottery road, is to John Coleridge Patteson, Bishop
of Melanesia; the monument was erected at Patteson’s Cross
by his cousin, John Duke Coleridge of Ottery St Mary, two
years after his tragic death in the Solomon Islands in 1871.
Neither ownership nor responsibility for the monument
has been claimed by anyone, but it is Grade 2 listed. The
memorial is of considerable symbolic importance, both to
the local community and to many in the South Pacific. It is a
pilgrimage site for visitors from that region, and the greatest
legacy of Bishop Patteson is the Melanesian Mission which
flourishes today (www.melanesia.anglican.org).
Exposure to the elements over many years had led to minor
damage and discolouration to the stonework. Ottery St Mary
Heritage Society undertook restoration of the monument
in 2017. They needed to raise £4500 for the work. TVT
contributed a grant of £1000.

River Otter Beaver Trial – river Tale update August 2018
In 2015, Devon Wildlife Trust (DWT) was granted a licence by Natural England to release beavers back into the River
Otter as part of a five year trial to study their impacts on this lowland English river catchment. The ROBT (2015-2020)
is managed by a partnership of organisations including University of Exeter, Clinton Devon Estate and Derek Gow
Consultancy alongside DWT. Resources for the trial include a two year contribution from Tale Valley Trust (TVT) for the
ROBT Field Officer. The ongoing presence of significant beaver activity in the Tale, and this support from TVT means that
the Field Officer continues to spend a large proportion of his time working within this part of the catchment.
Survey of Beavers on the River Tale
This summer the Field Officer is working with landowners and volunteers to monitor and survey all eight beaver territories
in the River Otter catchment. Two of the eight beaver territories are now found on the Tale. During the winter trapping we
found out that the newest beaver arrival on the Tale was pregnant. Subsequently we know overall of three pairs that have
given birth during early summer 2018 but cannot say with confidence how many kits that means.
Impacts of beaver dams on riparian / in-channel habitats
The first core territory on the Tale remains in the vicinity of the 2016 release site. The animals here are continuing to thrive
and manipulate their environment. As well as building dams and coppicing willow in the wetland habitat adjacent to the
river, they continue to build dams in the main river. However, these dams are not generally able to withstand winter flows,
and so are dynamic structures that gradually erode and wash out during winter.
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The newly meandering stream, with pools and
gravels formed by temporary beaver dams in the
Tale. The dams built in this area do not appear to
withstand winter flows, but significantly impact
geo-morphological processes

One of the temporary dams built in the
River Tale channel

Beaver activity along the river corridor

The impacts of these temporary structures on the riparian processes have been fascinating to monitor. The dam built in
2016, and then rebuilt in 2017, resulted in a meandering of the main channel, and an increase in the heterogeneity in this
short stretch of the river. New riffles and pools were formed, and the wider channel allowed the single stream to divide. The
increased scour ensured the new gravels in this location were clean and offer a potentially new high-quality fish spawning
habitat, for the time being at least.
Another beaver dam has now been built in the section of the Tale downstream where the second territory is situated. This
dam is around 4.5 metres wide and 40 cm tall, and means that there are currently two dams on this tributary (one in each
beaver territory). The low flows resulting from the warm dry weather may also trigger more dam building from the two
beaver families. The beaver dams have been very beneficial this summer. In drought conditions, the beaver dams hold water
back in deep pools providing a refuge for a range of wildlife species (including fish), and leaking dams help enhance baseflows downstream.

A new beaver dam discovered by the Field Officer holding back
valuable water during an exceptionally dry summer

Environment Agency fisheries visit

Children learning about beaver dam building during a Tale Valley river day

The ROBT staff work very closely with partners and stakeholders to understand and monitor beaver impacts. A
Memorandum of Understanding with the Environment Agency (EA) requires DWT to discuss the implications of any
beaver dams on their functions including fisheries and water resource / flood risk management.
As part of the ongoing discussions and research into the impacts of beaver dams on fish populations and passage, the
ROBT hosted a visit by EA fisheries specialists to better understand these impacts in the Tale. The visit included the Team
Leader for National Fisheries Management and Ecology, who was keen to properly understand the dynamics of beaver
dams and fish impacts. These dams in the Tale are the only ones to be built in the main river network in the catchment, and
so understanding their impacts is an important part of the trial. The Tale Valley Trust are not in a position to be able to
fund the field officer to the end of the trail in 2020. If you are able to contribute to this important work, ultimately so that
Natural England allows the beavers to remain in the Otter catchment after the trial ends, please help!
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River Tale Balsam Report Summer 2018

After more than a decade of cajoling (or press-ganging!) volunteers on our Tale Valley balsam days suddenly corporate
environmental social awareness kicked in and on June 27th in addition to our stalwarts we had an additional 11 volunteers
from Exeter Accountants Simpkins Edwards and a further 5 from Lloyds Bank Exeter. This enabled us to cover the
seven miles of river with ease and have a team clearing overgrowth on the water meadows brickwork and waterwheel.
June was the hottest month since 1976, with many days in the high 20’s degC. Nevertheless water levels in the river were
not unusually low due to an exceptionally persistently wet Spring – and possibly related to beaver activity on the upper
Tale slowing down the flow of water and draining of the water table. (Top temperature reached July 3rd 1976 was 35.9C,
Cheltenham, on July 26th 2018 it reached 35.1C in Surrey).
Volunteers were dropped off in pairs and trios to cover from Danes Mill north of Payhembury to the river Otter confluence
at Cadhay Bridge, Ottery St. Mary. Apart from a hot spot at Fairmile, between us we removed less than 200 plants over the
entire stretch.
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Kingfishers, dippers, damselflies and butterflies were seen but the highlight for 2 of us at least was seeing a water vole at
the lower end of Tuck Mill beat, swim a short distance very close to us before disappearing into the bank. Highlighting the
importance of persistence, the July session was short on volunteers, resulting in only part of the upper reach being cleared.
This meant that at the end of August there were considerable pockets of plants already popping seeds at the 2 pond sites
between Danes and Tuck mills. Lower down at Church Cover near the A30 bridge and at Fairmile high volumes of plants
were also disappointing. However, we were fortunate to have 11 enthusiastic volunteers from Cornish Mutual Insurance
in addition to 7 regulars so we were able to cover the entire stretch and do some much needed alder and willow thinning on
one area of riverbank at Fairmile. The river water level was low but not unduly so considering the continuing predominant
dry weather through July, August and into September. Fish life was abundant and at least one kingfisher and dipper
were seen, along with otter footprints and less welcome signs of mink. Many thanks to our volunteers, and the Parish
Councils who support our work, including Talaton, Feniton, Payhembury, Broadhembury and Ottery.

TVT Payhembury
TVT supports new Tale Valley footpath
Payhembury Parish Council is proposing to construct a
permissive footpath between Colestocks and Payhembury
village. This will run alongside a lane on the other side of
the bank allowing walkers to be safe from an increasingly
busy thoroughfare between the two hubs. This involves
putting in place stock and dog-proof fencing , a stone chip
surface, gates at either end and a small footbridge. The
Parish Council is aiming to raise the necessary £25,000
as there is no help forthcoming from the County Council.
The TVT has contributed £3000 on condition that the
project proceeds.

TVT Talaton
Great Walks In East Devon
Chris Harwood, a Tale Valley resident, has for years
researched, written up and shared his favorite local walks
in the Talaton Parish magazine. The TVT proposed
funding a book of these walks so that they were not
discarded month by month. Chris generously donated the
profit from sales back into the Trust. The initial print run
of 200 was followed by a further 100. This success has
prompted the author to consider a volume 2!
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Clapperentale Waterwheel Restoration
In 2022 the Tale Valley Trust will celebrate its 25th birthday. The Trustees have decided, subject to raising the necessary
£25,000, that complementing their flagship Clapperentale water meadows restoration with repairing the defunct water
wheel would be an iconic anniversary project fulfilling most of the Trust’s objects in a single swoop 1.

The advancement of education of the public concerning wildlife, the countryside, history, archaeology, art,
architecture and other subjects relevant to the area of benefit.

2.

The conservation and protection of the local environment (including wildlife, the countryside, sites and buildings
of historical, archaeological or architectural interest and other sites and features of relevance and importance to the
community) for the benefit of the community.

3.

The promotion of industry and business in the area of benefit for the public benefit.
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Harvest Mice
The harvest mouse is mainly found from central Yorkshire southwards. Areas of tall grass provide favourable habitats, such
as cereals, road side verges, hedgerows, reed beds, dykes and salt marshes where nests can be built.
Harvest mice are listed as a BAP (Biodiversity Action Plan) Species because they are thought to have become much scarcer
in recent years and they require conservation plans to reverse the decline. Changes in habitat management and agricultural
methods are thought to be the main cause for the loss of populations from certain areas, although there have been no
reliable studies to quantify this change. Devon Mammal Group conducted a spot survey during mid November 2017 in
part of the Escot wetlands and quickly identified 12 nests – woven balls of grass attached to strong stems of vegetation.
This is very encouraging and will have a bearing on future enhancements of the 8 acre wetlands area by the Wildwood
Escot Trust.

Rotary ditcher
The ditcher, imported from America and funded in Spring 2017 by the Tale Valley Trust and a generous grant from East
Devon’s Sustainable Development Fund, was put through its paces in the water meadows that October. A demonstration
day was organised by Devon Wildlife Trust to show wildlife reserve managers what a benefit this machinery can be in
creating wetland habitats over large areas in a very short time.

Hawfinches
Flocks of rare hawfinches arrived in Britain during December 2017. The remarkable invasion of the bird – which is the
UK’s largest, rarest and most elusive finch - has been attributed to poor seed crop yields in other parts of Europe, notably in
the bird’s main winter-feeding grounds of Germany and Romania. In contrast, in Britain there was an explosion of berries,
nuts and seeds, after fine spring weather in 2017(!)
It is thought there are fewer than 1000 pairs of hawfinch native to the UK. Experts said the influx was unparalleled, with
twitchers recording the same number of sightings as it would usually take a lifetime to accrue. Escot has hosted small
flocks of up to a dozen throughout the winter and into April. With the very wet and freezing Spring weather followed by the
scorching summer of 2018, resulting in lower grain, berry and nut yields, it will be interesting to see what migrates to the
UK during the 18/19 winter.
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WILDWOOD

ESCOT

Proud Supporters of
The Tale Valley Trust

Visit Today!

Meet our Wolves,
Lynx, Wildcat,
Red Squirrels,
Otters and Wild Boar

LET THE KIDS GO WILD!
Adventure Play - Indoor Soft Play
Amazing Maze - Saxon Village

NEW 40 METER ZIP-LINE

ONE

15 MINUTES FROM EXETER

Escot Park, Ottery St Mary, EX11 1LU
www.WildwoodEscot.org

@WildwoodEscot

CHILD ADMISSION
With One Full Paying Adult

Child applies to persons 3 to 17 yrs old. Voucher applies to one Child only. Child must be accompanied by at least one full-paying adult.
One voucher per group. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Non-transferable. Voucher has no cash value.
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Charity Gift Aid Declaration
Boost your donation by 20p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from
the tax you pay for the current tax year. Your address is needed to identify you as a current UK taxpayer.
In order to Gift Aid your donation you must tick the box below:

I want to Gift Aid my donation of £______________ and any donations I make in the future or have
made in the past 4 years to:

Name of Charity ____________________________________________________________ I am a UK
taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift
Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

My Details Title _____ First name or initial(s) ___________ Surname _____________________________
Full Home address _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Postcode __________________________
Date ___________________________________
Please notify the charity if you:
 want to cancel this declaration
 change your name or home address
 no longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains If you pay Income Tax at the higher or
additional rate and want to receive the additional tax relief due to you, you must include all your Gift Aid
donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

Please return to:
Janice Drake
Tale Valley Trust, c/o Escot House, Escot Park, Ottery St Mary EX11 1LU

The Tale Valley Trust is able to help the valley community, its flora, fauna, biodiversity and
heritage because of your support and generosity. Its existence and effectiveness depends on
individual donations, however small, and small grants.
This newsletter is only produced biannually because of the costs involved.

Tale Valley Trust, Sarah Hogg, Yellands Farm, Whimple, Exeter, Devon, EX5 2QX

Telephone: 01404 822 886 | Email: sarah@yellandsfarm.co.uk

You can make a real difference by sending a cheque headed ‘Tale Valley Trust’ to the above
address, or by emailing the treasurer
jmdrake@gmx.co.uk for the Trust Bank details, to make a transfer.

Please consider leaving a legacy.
If you supply your details to the treasurer she will work it through with you in confidence.
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